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Abstract

Little is known about the fiscal costs of natural disasters, especially regard-

ing social safety nets that do not specifically target extreme weather events.

This paper shows that US hurricanes lead to substantial increases in non-

disaster government transfers, such as unemployment insurance and public

medical payments, in affected counties in the decade after a hurricane. The

present value of this increase significantly exceeds that of direct disaster aid.

This implies, among other things, that the fiscal costs of natural disasters have

been significantly underestimated and that victims in developed countries are

better insured against them than previously thought.
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Economic shocks due to extreme weather are significant and expected to grow in
magnitude due to population movements, ecosystem alteration, and climate change
(Board on Natural Disasters, 1999; IPCC, 2012, 2013). Consequently, real disas-
ter costs are high and growing faster than GDP (Freeman, Keen and Mani, 2003;
Bouwer et al., 2007). While much research has been done on the direct damage
inflicted by extreme weather and on the impact of natural disasters on incomes and
employment, relatively little attention has been paid to the fiscal cost of the aid re-
sponse, which is often substantial. Less attention still has been paid to the costs
borne by social safety net programs, such as traditional unemployment insurance,
that do not target disaster victims specifically, but which may be triggered by such
events. Transfers from traditional social safety nets provide insurance against nat-
ural disasters and could be delivering substantial benefits to victims. At the same
time, because the costs of such transfers are not covered by the recipients, moral
hazard problems may lead individuals to live in riskier places and take fewer pre-
cautions than they would with actuarially fair insurance. More generally, measuring
the fiscal costs of disasters is important for understanding governments’ long-term
budgeting needs, for illuminating the mechanisms behind disasters’ economic im-
pacts, and for painting a more complete picture of disasters’ social costs.

This paper provides the first estimates of the fiscal costs of US hurricanes, tak-
ing into account both direct costs (i.e., through the disaster aid channel) and indirect
costs (i.e., through other social safety net programs). Using data that span the years
1969–2012, I estimate changes in government non-disaster transfers received by
individuals in US counties in the ten years following a hurricane strike. I focus
on all hurricanes that made landfall in the U.S. between 1979–2002, which allows
me to observe outcomes for 10 years before and after each hurricane. I employ
a differences-in-differences framework, comparing counties that experience hurri-
canes with those that do not, to estimate how hurricanes affect transfers that are part
of the broader social safety net, such as income maintenance payments, unemploy-
ment insurance, and public medical benefits. To provide context for these results
and to understand the mechanisms that drive them, I also consider changes in other
outcomes, including population, demographics, earnings, and employment.

My results show that considering disaster aid alone substantially understates
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the fiscal costs of natural disasters. Funds provided through official disaster dec-
larations, i.e., disaster aid, average $155-$160 per capita per hurricane during my
study period. By contrast, I estimate that in the ten years following a hurricane an
affected county receives extra transfers through non-disaster social insurance pro-
grams averaging about $780-$1,150 per capita in present value.1 Another measure
of transfers available to me includes private insurance payments as a component.
These transfers increase temporarily as well, but they add less than $25 per capita
to total transfers, with the majority of the increase occurring in the year of the hur-
ricane.

Together, the disaster aid and social insurance transfers offset a substantial
amount of hurricanes’ immediate capital damage, which the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) estimates to be $700 per capita for major (Category
3 and higher) hurricanes during my study period. I also find that counties are, on
average, resilient following hurricane strikes: there is no systematic evidence of a
drop in average earnings, and the employment rate is estimated to be significantly
lower only 5-10 years afterwards. Similarly, population remains unchanged. There
is, however, substantial heterogeneity by wind speed: counties that experience max-
imum wind speeds of 111 miles per hour or more (Category 3 and higher winds)
suffer much greater damage and earnings losses than counties experiencing weaker
winds but receive only slightly higher transfers. For these counties, I estimate that
only about a quarter of the losses are compensated. Overall, the estimates show that
(a) the fiscal impact of hurricanes in the US is much greater once we account for
transfers through non-disaster social safety nets and (b) disaster aid and social insur-
ance transfers together offset a large share of the damage of a typical US hurricane,
implying that victims of such disasters in developed countries are better insured
against them than previously thought. However, given the confidence intervals of
the earnings estimates, I cannot rule out that victims experience a net loss of several
hundred dollars per capita.

I contribute to two main strands in the literature. The first focuses on the re-
sponse of local economies to shocks, typically focusing on outcomes such as em-
ployment, population, and wages (e.g., Blanchard and Katz, 1992; Card, 2001;

1All monetary amounts have been converted to 2013 dollars using the Consumer Price Index.
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Cortes, 2008; Autor, Dorn and Hanson, 2013). With the exception of Autor et.
al. (2013), who study how labor markets in the US are affected by trade competi-
tion with China, the extant research ignores the fiscal costs of and response to these
shocks. I show that the inflow of government funds into a county following a hur-
ricane is substantial, exceeding official disaster aid on average. Thus, such shocks
not only cause local economic damage but also incur a substantial fiscal cost. While
Autor et. al. (2013) find that transfers made through Trade Adjustment Assistance
(or TAA, a program specifically aimed at helping workers hurt by trade) are two or-
ders of magnitude smaller than transfers from general social safety net programs in
per capita terms, I find that disaster-specific transfers to hurricane-affected counties
are approximately 5-7 times smaller than non-disaster transfers.

I also contribute to the literature on the economic impacts of natural disasters.
Studies in this area typically use GDP or GDP-equivalents as outcomes and thus
miss disasters’ impacts on government transfer payments. Consistent with my re-
sults, previous researchers have largely found very small or no long-run impacts on
income in developed countries (e.g., Murphy and Strobl, 2010; Strobl, 2011).2 An
important exception to this trend is a study by Hsiang and Jina (2014), who find
that hurricanes reduce income growth for at least twenty years in both developing
and developed countries. Unlike this study, they measure hurricane exposure and
outcomes at the national level. Thus, their estimates reflect general equilibrium
effects, if any, but cannot be used to evaluate sub-national heterogeneity. By con-
trast, I compare affected and unaffected counties in the same country and thus hold
constant any aggregate impact of a hurricane.

Few studies have examined employment, population, or other outcomes in de-
veloped countries following natural disasters. Consistent with my estimates, Strobl
(2011) finds that a US coastal county’s overall population is unchanged following
a hurricane. Belasen and Polachek (2008) find that county-level employment in
Florida is lower for two years following a hurricane. Gallagher and Hartley (forth-
coming) find that household debt decreased in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina
because homeowners used flood insurance payments to pay down their mortgages.

2For a more comprehensive review of the literature, see Cavallo and Noy (2010), Kousky (2012),
and Bergeijk and Lazzaroni (2015).
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I contribute to this literature by considering a much more comprehensive set of out-
comes for a large set of disasters over a longer time period. Importantly, I show
that ignoring non-disaster transfer flows, as the preceding literature does, paints an
incomplete picture of post-disaster dynamics.

With the exception of Noy and Nualsri (2011), studies of financial flows in the
aftermath of a disaster are either theoretical or focused on country-level measures of
aid and remittances (Yang, 2008; Hochrainer, 2009; Cavallo and Noy, 2010; Hsiang
and Jina, 2014).3 Noy and Nualsri (2011) examine country-level government spend-
ing and revenue dynamics following disasters, finding them to be counter-cyclical
for developed countries. While I do not consider the cyclicality of transfers or
the revenue that finances them, I am able to distinguish between disaster and non-
disaster transfers and compare their magnitudes explicitly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I provides background in-
formation on hurricanes, US federal disaster aid, and the data used for the analysis.
Section II describes the empirical strategy. Sections III and IV present and discuss
the results, respectively. Section V concludes.

I Background and Data

A Hurricane Damage in the United States

Hurricanes that affect the US form in the Atlantic Ocean. Warm humid air over
the ocean creates storms known as “tropical disturbances.” If circulating winds de-
velop, such a disturbance becomes a tropical cyclone. Prevailing winds and currents
move the cyclone across the ocean, where it gains or loses strength, depending on
conditions. Sometimes a circular area with low internal wind speeds, called the
“eye,” develops in the system’s center. Although the entire storm system can span a
few hundred miles, the strongest winds occur on the perimeter of the eye (the “eye-
wall”). Wind intensity diminishes quickly as one moves away from the eyewall (or
the center of the storm, if it has no eye). The outer parts of the hurricane are called
“spiral bands.” These are characterized by heavy rains but typically do not carry
hurricane-force winds. When a cyclone encounters land, it loses strength quickly.

3For an in-depth conceptual discussion of relevant considerations when designing social safety
nets to address natural disasters, see Pelham, Clay and Braunholz (2011).
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Thus, counties that are close to the coast bear the brunt of a storm’s impact.
North Atlantic cyclones are classified by maximum 1-minute sustained wind

speeds using the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale. A “tropical storm” is a cyclone
with wind speeds of 39-73 miles per hour. Cyclones with lower wind speeds are
called “tropical depressions.” A cyclone is considered a hurricane if maximum 1-
minute sustained wind speeds exceed 74 miles per hour; I use this cutoff value
throughout. Category 1 and 2 hurricanes are “minor hurricanes,” characterized by
maximum wind speeds of 74-95 and 96-110 mph, respectively. Category 3-5 hurri-
canes have wind speeds greater than 111 mph and are called “major hurricanes.”

To track where hurricanes hit, I use the Hurricane Data 2nd generation (HUR-
DAT2) dataset from the National Hurricane Center.4 It contains the storm center
location, wind speed, and atmospheric pressure for each North Atlantic cyclone
since 1851, in six-hour intervals. I assume that the storm path is linear between
any two given points and that the wind speed changes smoothly. I supplement
these data with the Extended Best Track Dataset, which has estimates of the “max-
imum wind speed radius” (MWSR), the distance between a cyclone’s center, and
the perimeter of the strongest winds for storms occurring in 1988 and later.5 The
MWSR measures the spatial span of a hurricane’s strongest winds. The MWSRs of
earlier hurricanes are not available; I infer their MWSR based on their maximum
wind speeds and pressure. The exact procedure is described in Section 1 of the On-
line Appendix. There, I also discuss the difference between my methodology and
that of Hsiang and Jina (2014). I then assume that every county within the MWSR
is affected. Although the hurricane data span a long time period, annual county-
level economic data are available for only 1969–2012. Because my econometric
approach uses 10 leads and lags and a balanced panel of hurricanes, the storms in
my analysis occurred between 1979 and 2002.

Between 1979 and 2002, two to eleven North Atlantic hurricanes formed each
year, averaging six per year. Slightly more than one-third of these hurricanes
reached major hurricane strength. Approximately one-third of all hurricanes made

4Available from http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/hurdat/Data_Storm.html.
Accessed October 2013.

5Available from http://rammb.cira.colostate.edu/research/tropical_
cyclones/tc_extended_best_track_dataset/. Accessed February 2014.
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landfall, and about half of these were major hurricanes at some point in time. How-
ever, many hurricanes lose strength before making landfall. My sample period in-
cludes six years in which no storms made landfall at hurricane strength. Hurricanes
that do make it to land cause widespread wind and flood damage: using data from
Nordhaus (2006), I calculate that physical damage from hurricanes in the US has
averaged $4.8 billion per hurricane or $8.1 billion per year between 1970 and 2005.
If the year that Hurricane Katrina made landfall (2005) is excluded, that figure is
$2.4 billion per hurricane or $4.0 billion per year. Figure 1 shows the geographic
distribution of hurricane hits between 1979 and 2002, with darker areas indicating
more hurricanes. Only states close to the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico coasts have
ever experienced cyclones with hurricane-strength winds. In total, 409 counties ex-
perienced one or more hurricanes between 1979 and 2002 (282 experienced only
one).
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Figure 1: Spatial distribution of hurricanes, 1979-2002
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Legend shows the number of times county was affected by a hurricane between 1979 and 2002.
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To gauge the potential economic impact of hurricanes, it is helpful to look more
closely at the damage they cause. To assess hurricane damage, I use estimates
from HAZUS-MH, a software program published by FEMA to help state, local,
and federal government officials prepare for disasters and to help the private sector
estimate risk exposure.6 In addition to simulating hypothetical damage, HAZUS-
MH contains highly detailed engineering-based direct damage estimates of past
major hurricanes. Table A1 in the Online Appendix lists the hurricanes for which
such damage estimates are available, the total estimated damage each caused, and
the disaster aid each received. In the Online Appendix, I also consider hurricane
damage relative to other extreme weather events, showing that hurricanes are, on
average, the most damaging of the common meteorological events in my sample
(Table A2).

Table 1 shows county-level HAZUS-MH damage statistics for ten major hurri-
canes that made landfall in the United States from 1979 through 2002, including
total loss, per capita loss, and the number of displaced households. Total loss in-
cludes estimates of structural damage to buildings, building content, and inventory
loss. Panel A shows the estimated damage in counties that, by my calculations, were
within the MWSR and experienced hurricane-strength winds (74 miles per hour or
more). This sample corresponds to the way I identify hurricane-affected counties
throughout the paper. The damage experienced by these counties is substantial: to-
tal loss averaged $200 million or $700 per capita, and about 520 households were
displaced.

6The software is available by request from http://www.fema.gov/hazus#5.
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Table 1: Damages caused by major US hurricanes, 1979-2002

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Mean Standard

deviation
Maximum Observations

Panel A: All counties within the MWSR

Total losses (1000’s) 199,778 2,050,703 35,426,992 313
Total losses per capita 698 2,391 23,298 313
Displaced households 519 6,043 104,559 313

Panel B: Counties within the MWSR, wind speeds of 74-111 mph

Total losses (1000’s) 27,622 198,852 3,173,614 275
Total losses per capita 235 642 6,589 275
Displaced households 40 452 7,430 275

Panel C: Counties within the MWSR, wind speeds exceeding 111 mph

Total losses (1000’s) 1,445,643 5,775,323 35,426,992 38
Total losses per capita 4,055 5,656 23,298 38
Displaced households 3,985 17,098 104,559 38

Panel D: Neighbors of counties within the MWSR

Total losses (1000’s) 1,969 5,800 62,075 332
Total losses per capita 32 69 561 332
Displaced households 0 2 28 332

Source: HAZUS-MH simulation software published by FEMA. All monetary figures are in 2013
dollars. Centrally affected counties (Panel A) are those through which the storm center passes
and that are classified as affected by HAZUS-MH. Panel B includes all counties that fell inside the
maximum wind speed radius and are classified as affected by HAZUS-MH. Panel C shows summary
statistics for counties that are directly adjacent to counties that fall within the maximum wind speed
radius and are classified as affected by HAZUS-MH.

Panels B and C split the sample in Panel A into counties that experienced wind
speeds of 74-111 miles per hour (Panel B) and over 111 miles per hour (Panel C).
Because wind’s destructiveness rises non-linearly with speed, I expect the latter
counties to suffer more damage. Indeed, counties in Panel B experience lower-
than-average damage of $235 per capita while counties with wind speeds of more
than 111 miles per hour suffer damage of almost $4,100 per capita.

Finally, Panel D shows the estimated effects of hurricanes on counties that are
(a) considered to be affected in the FEMA simulations but are not within the MWSR
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and (b) direct neighbors of counties that are within an MWSR. The estimated dam-
age is small: the average loss was only $1.9 million, which is over 100 times smaller
than the corresponding estimate in Panel A. Per capita total losses were about 20
times smaller, averaging only $32 per capita. No households are estimated to have
been displaced, on average. Including all affected neighboring counties in this sum-
mary whether or not they border counties within an MWSR makes the relative dam-
age in MWSR counties even greater. Thus, using the MWSR to identify counties
where hurricanes cause non-trivial damage is sensible.

B Federal Disaster Aid

A county can receive federal disaster aid if the state’s governor files a request and
provides evidence that the state cannot manage the disaster on its own. The US
president makes the final decision about whether to declare a disaster. If the request
is approved, federal money can be used to repair public structures and to make
individual and business grants and loans. FEMA also provides personnel, legal
help, counseling, and special unemployment payments for those left unemployed by
a disaster. Although long-term recovery spending is provided in some cases, most
disaster-specific transfers to individuals occur within six months of a declaration,
and most public infrastructure spending occurs within two to three years (FEMA,
personal communication).

Between 1979 and 2002, the federal government spent $19 billion on hurricane-
related disaster aid and $67.7 billion on other disasters through formal federal dis-
aster declarations, not counting subsidized loans to affected individuals and busi-
nesses (PERI Presidential Disaster Declarations database, Sylves and Racca, 2010).
The Northridge earthquake in 1994 and the World Trade Center attacks in 2001
caused a large fraction of the non-hurricane disaster spending ($11.1 and $11.6
billion, respectively). Excluding these two events implies that hurricane-related
spending accounted for nearly half of all disaster aid during this period. Unfor-
tunately, annual county-level data on spending specifically aimed at natural disas-
ters is not available, so I cannot incorporate such spending into my main empirical
framework.7 However, the available data allow me to approximate the amount of

7The Consolidated Federal Funds Report series, which begins in 1983, contains county-level
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disaster-specific transfers per county.
Because data on federal disaster aid is on the level of a declaration, which in-

cludes multiple counties, I must assume how the money is divided among counties.
As shown in Table 1, counties that fall within an MWSR experience much more
damage than their neighbors. Therefore, one natural assumption is that the money
is split among only those counties. Another natural assumption is that the money is
divided among the included counties in proportion to the population in each county.
A third natural assumption is that the money is divided in proportion to the wind
speed. I applied all three of these assumptions in the analysis. The resulting sum-
mary statistics for federal aid related to 1979-2002 hurricanes are shown in separate
columns in Table 2.

information on disaster aid in principle. However, the bulk of disaster-related spending is assigned
to state capital county areas rather than counties actually affected by the disaster, making it unusable
for analysis.
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics for hurricane aid, 1979 - 2002

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Total (millions of dollars) Per capita

Uniform By
popu-
lation

By
wind
speed

Uniform By
wind
speed

Panel A: Assuming only counties within the MWSR are given aid

All hurricanes in MWSR (N = 612) 15 15 15 158 155
(66) (103) (66) (300) (295)

HAZUS-MH hurricanes, 74+ mph (N = 313) 22 22 22 186 182
(90) (142) (91) (249) (239)

HAZUS-MH hurricanes, 74-111mph (N = 275) 11 10 11 156 148
(16) (23) (15) (212) (196)

HAZUS-MH hurricanes, 111+ mph (N = 38) 97 105 100 400 424
(245) (398) (246) (368) (358)

Panel B: Assuming all counties in the declaration are given aid

All counties in declaration (N = 1935) 6 6 9 48 71
(34) (52) (48) (101) (134)

In MWSR, all hurricanes (N = 612) 9 9 13 71 101
(49) (65) (65) (131) (179)

In MWSR, HAZUS-MH, 74+ mph (N = 313) 14 14 20 106 144
(67) (90) (91) (168) (212)

In MWSR, HAZUS-MH, 74-111 mph (N = 275) 7 6 9 82 110
(10) (14) (14) (132) (153)

In MWSR, HAZUS-MH, 111+ mph (N = 38) 70 70 98 278 392
(185) (253) (246) (272) (364)

Source: HURDAT2, PERI disaster declarations database. Standard errors in parentheses. All
amounts are in 2013 dollars. MWSR stands for ’maximum wind speed radius’. Uniform split
assumes aid money is split evenly among all counties in the given sample. Proportional split by
population assumes aid money is split in proportion to the population of counties in the given sam-
ple. Proportional split by wind speed assumes aid money is split in proportion to the wind speed of
counties in the given sample. The per capita measures (Columns 4-5) further divide these amounts
by the county’s population.

Panel A shows federal disaster aid transfers assuming that only counties that fall
within an MWSR and experience hurricane-strength winds are given aid. If I as-
sume that the money is split equally among all counties, the average per-hurricane
amount of aid given to these counties was $15 million per county or about $160
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per capita (Columns 1 and 4). Counties that were affected by the major hurricanes
in the HAZUS-MH damage simulations and experienced hurricane-strength winds
received slightly more on a per capita basis ($185). Of these, counties that experi-
enced wind speeds of 74-111 miles per hour received $155 per capita while those
that experienced wind speeds of more than 111 miles per hour received $400 per
capita. The estimates are similar if I assume that the money is split in proportion to
wind speed (Columns 3 and 5).

Panel B shows the same statistics assuming that the money is divided among all
counties included in the declaration, not just those falling within an MWSR. De-
pending on which assumption about how the money is split applies, the implied per
capita spending for MWSR counties ranges from $70 to $100. Hurricane-affected
counties in the HAZUS-MH damage simulations received slightly more aid, be-
tween $105 and $145 per capita. Based on the previous analysis of damage to
MWSR counties vis-a-vis their neighbors, it seems most reasonable to assume that
the former receive all of the aid and that it is allocated between them in proportion
to their populations or wind speeds (Columns 4 and 5 in Panel A). This assumption
yields estimated disaster transfers of $155-$160 per capita. In the following sec-
tions, I use this range as a benchmark to compare disaster relief spending with non-
disaster transfer spending triggered by hurricanes. To compare disaster aid spending
to damage estimates, which are only available for hurricanes in the HAZUS-MH
simulations, I use the corresponding estimate of $180-$185 per capita.

It is worth noting that non-profit organizations, such as the Red Cross, may
also play an important role in post-disaster dynamics. More broadly, charitable
donations represent another potentially important transfer. For example, Americans
donated an estimated $3.3 billion to help victims of Hurricane Katrina, which struck
the Gulf Coast in 2005, $1.6 billion after the South Asian tsunami of 2004, and $1.4
billion after the 2010 earthquake in Haiti (Charity Nagivator, n.d.). Because there
is no systematic data on charitable donations accruing to a particular area, I cannot
capture the role of charities. However, evaluating the role that transfers through
non-profit organizations and informal channels play in post-disaster dynamics is a
worthy aim for future research.
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C Economic Data and Control Group

Annual county-level data on population, wages, and government transfer payments
come from the Regional Economic Information System (REIS), published by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis. Annual county-level population by race and age are
from the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) population database.
Finally, data on employment is from the County Business Patterns (CBP) database.
All three series span the years 1969-2012. The underlying source of the population
data in both REIS and SEER is the US Census Bureau. For details on how the
annual population data are constructed, see the Online Appendix.

Unfortunately, county-level unemployment rates are not available until 1990.
Instead, I consider the county’s employment rate, defined as the ratio of total em-
ployment, as reported by CBP, to the number of people aged fifteen and older, as
reported by SEER. REIS reports wage and salary payments per capita, which I use
to measure the average wage. REIS also contains a proxy for private insurance pay-
ments: transfers from businesses to individuals. This measure consists primarily of
net insurance settlements and personal injury liability payments to non-employees.
Thus, any changes in these transfers following a hurricane are likely to be driven
by insurance payouts.8 Finally, REIS provides information on total government
transfer flows into each county, as well as various transfer components, including:
unemployment insurance, income maintenance payments (which includes Supple-
mental Security Income (SSI), family assistance, and food stamps), retirement and
disability insurance benefits, public medical benefits other than Medicare, Medi-
care, veterans’ benefits, and federal education and training assistance.

To infer the causal effects of hurricanes accurately, a credible counterfactual is
needed. A natural starting point is to treat all unaffected counties as potential con-
trols. In Table 3, I compare the 1969 characteristics (Panel A) and 1969-1978 trends
(Panel B) of counties that do and do not experience at least one hurricane between
1979 and 2002. Columns 1 and 2 correspond to treated and all unaffected counties,
respectively. Column 3 restricts the sample of unaffected counties to 21 eastern
and southern states: Alabama, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,

8The current REIS data no longer include insurance payments in this transfer measure. Thus, my
data on business transfers are taken from an earlier version of REIS and end in 2007.
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Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas, Ver-
mont, Virginia, and West Virginia (hereafter the “hurricane region”). Counties in
these states are physically closer to the treated counties and may be more similar to
them than the average county in the US.
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Table 3: County characteristics by 1979-2002 hurricane experience

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Hurricane
coun-
ties

p-value Non-
hurricane
coun-
ties in
hurri-
cane
states

p-value Non-
hurricane
coun-
ties

Panel A: 1969 county characteristics

Coastal indicator 0.69 <0.001 0.18 <0.001 0.14
Land area (square miles) 614 <0.001 674 0.025 1201
Population (log) 10.57 <0.001 10.08 <0.001 9.88
Population density (persons/sq. mile) 672 0.006 157 0.011 119
Employment rate (percent) 56.81 0.137 56.37 0.595 57.87
Average wage (log) 9.08 0.149 9.05 0.228 9.04
Per capita transfers from gov. (log) 7.31 <0.001 7.40 <0.001 7.46
Per capita transfers from bus. (log) 4.27 0.002 4.28 0.031 4.28
Percent black 26.51 <0.001 15.57 <0.001 7.14
Percent 65 and over 9.60 <0.001 11.44 <0.001 12.09
Percent 20 and under 40.73 <0.001 38.54 <0.001 38.41

Panel B: 1969-1978 changes in county characteristics

Chg. population (log) 0.73 <0.001 0.62 0.032 0.57
Chg. pop. density -65.39 0.266 43.08 0.204 28.57
Chg. employment rate -14.65 <0.001 -12.96 0.514 -6.82
Chg. wage (log) 0.80 0.033 0.78 0.744 0.92
Chg. per capita transfers from gov. (log) 4.15 <0.001 3.85 <0.001 3.54
Chg. per capita transfers from bus. (log) -0.14 0.004 -0.16 0.092 -0.16
Chg. percent black -9.33 <0.001 -6.76 0.027 -2.69
Chg. percent 65 and over 8.87 <0.001 7.26 0.001 5.56
Chg. percent 20 and under -26.57 <0.001 -20.96 <0.001 -21.03
Number of counties 409 899 2904

Source: 1969-1978 REIS and SEER. Monetary values are in 2013 dollars. P-value columns show
the p-values of the hypotheses that the mean outcome of the group in the preceding column is equal
to the mean outcome of all hurricane counties, based on standard errors clustered by county. Num-
ber of observations varies slightly because of missing values. Hurricane states include Alabama,
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Car-
olina, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.

It is immediately clear that significant differences exist between counties that
do and do not experience hurricanes over this time period. Almost seventy per-
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cent of counties in the first category are coastal, compared to less than fifteen per-
cent of those in the second category. Counties that experience hurricanes are also
more populous than non-hurricane counties, have higher population densities and
receive fewer per capita government transfers. Finally, the demographic composi-
tion of treated counties differs from that of the rest of the region: black residents
and younger people comprise more of their populations, while people aged 65 and
over comprise a smaller share. Restricting the sample of control counties to the 21
states listed above generally reduces the magnitude of these differences, but in most
cases does not eliminate them.

Differences in levels are not problematic for estimation because I include county
fixed effects in every specification. However, differences in levels may indicate dif-
ferences in trends. In Panel B, I test for differential changes in the time-varying
characteristics between 1969 and 1978, before the occurrence of any hurricanes
used in the estimation. Columns 1 and 2 show the total changes in affected and
unaffected counties, respectively, over this time period. Here, too, significant dif-
ferences exist between treated and potential control counties: hurricane counties
experience greater growth in population, in the percent of residents aged 65 and
over, and in transfers from the government and businesses. They exhibit a larger
drop in the employment rate and in the percentage of residents who are black or 20
and under. Restricting the control sample to counties in 21 hurricane states (Column
3) helps eliminate and/or reduce the magnitude of a few of these differences.

Because the unaffected counties in the 21 eastern and southern states are more
similar to the treated group than all counties in the US, I restrict my sample to these
states. It should be noted that 1969-1978 trend differences need not translate into
regression pre-trends, as the temporal and spatial distribution of hurricanes varies
in the sample. However, to minimize the possibility of pre-trends, I try to con-
trol for these differences by including sets of year indicators interacted with sev-
eral county characteristics as of 1969 (Acemoglu, Autor, and Lyle, 2004; Hoynes
and Schanzenbach, 2009). Because this does not fully eliminate trends in some
cases, I also estimate a model that explicitly allows for non-parallel trends between
hurricane-affected and control counties, which I describe in more detail below. I
discuss the robustness of the results to varying the set of controls and to varying the
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control group in Section III.

II Empirical Strategy

A Basic Approach

To estimate the effects of a hurricane up to ten years after its landfall, I use three
complementary specifications: (1) an event study, which allows the estimated im-
pact of a hurricane to vary flexibly over time, (2) a more efficient specification that
reduces the number of post-hurricane coefficients to two and assumes that all the
pre-hurricane coefficients are equal to zero, and (3) a specification that accounts
for pre-trends by allowing outcomes in hurricane-affected counties to follow a dif-
ferent linear trend and subsequently estimates whether hurricanes cause a shift in
the mean and/or a change in the trend. Each of the specifications has strengths and
weaknesses; utilizing all three helps to identify robust results. Throughout the anal-
ysis, the identifying assumption is that, conditional on the location and the year,
the occurrence of a hurricane is uncorrelated with unobservable economic shocks.
This is reasonable because even forecasting the severity of the hurricane season as
a whole, much less the paths that individual hurricanes will take, is difficult.

Because unobserved heterogeneity across hurricanes is likely, I make sure to
estimate every coefficient of interest using the same set of hurricanes. In practice,
this means using only hurricanes that made landfall between 1979 and 2002. Some
of the counties in my sample experience more than one hurricane during this time
period; other counties experience a hurricane in 1969–1978 or after 2002. I use
only the first instance of a hurricane in any given county between 1979 and 2002
in my estimation. That is, I ignore hurricanes that occurred prior to 1979 or after
2002 as well as any hurricanes that occurred between 1979 and 2002 in a county
that had already experienced a hurricane during that time period. Because hurricane
hits are random, conditional on a county fixed effect, this procedure should not bias
my estimates. Alternatively, I could eliminate counties that experience a hurricane
prior to 1979 or after 2002 from the estimation sample altogether. However, doing
so would both eliminate many counties that are good controls and significantly
reduce the number of counties in the treated group.

To maintain a consistent sample across different outcomes, I also require that
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all of the following key variables are not missing for a county-year observation to
be included in the estimation: population, employment rate, the share of population
that is 65+ years of age, the share that is 20 years old and under, the share that
is black, per capita wages, and per capita transfers from the government. I exclude
transfers from businesses from this restriction because the definition of that variable
excludes insurance payments in REIS vintages released after 2008. For hurricane-
affected counties, I also require that these outcomes not be missing in each year
from ten years before to ten years after the hurricane.

Table 4 presents the summary statistics for the estimation sample. The aver-
age county in the sample has almost 99,000 residents; the average annual wage
per job is $29,000, while the average per capita wage is $7,300. About 31 percent
of the residents are 20 and under, 14 percent are 65 and older, and 18 percent are
black. The average adult employment rate is only 32 percent, reflecting the fact that
County Business Patterns does not include government and some farm employment,
among other categories. In rare instances, the employment rate is greater than 1,
possibly due to measurement error and workers who commute from other counties.
Per capita transfers from the government average $4,700 per year, of which $1,700
is public medical spending, $960 is Medicare spending, $560 is income mainte-
nance, and $150 is unemployment insurance. Finally, transfers from businesses
average $96 per capita per year.
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Table 4: Summary statistics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Mean Std.

Dev.
Min Max Obs

Population 98,682 214,264 787 4,263,062 49,245
Fraction 20 and under 0.31 0.05 0.09 0.51 49,245
Fraction 65 and over 0.14 0.04 0.01 0.49 49,245
Fraction black 0.18 0.18 0 0.87 49,245
Percent adults employed 31.94 14.47 0 277.16 49,245
Average earnings per job 28,874 16,048 3,844 158,846 49,245
Average wage and salary per capita 7,258 5,776 386 98,212 49,245
Per capita transfers from gov. 4,734 2,159 446 15,241 49,245
Per capita transfers from bus. 96 113 24 9,129 40,027
Unemployment insurance per capita 148 124 4 2,798 49,245
Income maintenance per capita 555 321 14 2,760 49,245
Public medical spending per capita 1,713 1,232 52 7,820 49,245
Medicare spending per capita 958 677 21 5,344 49,245

Source: REIS and SEER. Monetary values are in 2013 dollars. Sample includes all counties in
hurricane-prone states and neighboring states (total number of counties is 1166).

B Econometric Specifications

I first employ a flexible event study framework, which is useful for gauging the
overall pattern of the impact of a hurricane. In addition, pre-hurricane coefficients
in this specification help assess any pre-trends. To implement the event study, I
regress outcomes on a set of hurricane indicators ranging from ten years before to
ten years after a hurricane, controlling for county and year fixed effects and hurri-
cane occurrence outside the time interval of interest. I also include year indicators
interacted with each of the following 1969 characteristics: land area; whether the
county is coastal; population (in logs); the shares of the population that are black,
under 20, or 65 and over; the employment rate; and per capita wages (in logs).
Specifically, the estimating equation is:

Oct =
10∑

τ=−10,τ 6=−1

βτHcτ + αc + αt +X′c,1969αt (1)

+β−11Hc,−11 + β11Hc,11 + εct,
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where Oct is some outcome for county c in year t, such as the log of per capita
transfers or the employment rate. The variable Hcτ is a hurricane indicator equal to
1 if, as of year t, the county experienced a hurricane τ years ago. That is,Hcτ = 1 if
and only if t−τ ∗c = τ , where τ ∗c is the year a hurricane affected county c. I normalize
the effect in the year before the hurricane (τ = −1) to zero. The variables αc and
αt are county and year fixed effects. Additionally, the set of interactions X′c,1969αt
allows the year fixed effects to differ by linear 1969 characteristics. Finally, Hc,−11

and Hc,11 are indicators equal to one if a county experienced a hurricane before
or after the time window of interest, respectively. Standard errors are spatially
clustered following Conley (1999). I allow for spatial correlation of up to 200
kilometers around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation of order 5. My
conclusions are unchanged if I cluster standard errors by county or allow for a
greater degree of spatial correlation.

When estimating equation (1), I combine hurricane indicators into two-year bins
to increase power.9 The combined lags are τ = 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8,
and 9 and 10. The combined leads are the corresponding pairs of years prior to the
hurricane. Year 0, which is the year that the hurricane makes landfall in a county,
is not combined with any other year for symmetry and because the assumption that
the effects in year 0 and any of the subsequent years are similar may not hold. In
this modified specification, the average effect of combined leads 1 and 2 is assumed
to be 0, so the estimated coefficients should be interpreted as the change relative to
the two years before the hurricane.

Because of its flexibility, the event study is inefficient if some coefficients are
not substantially different from each other. To summarize the impact of a hurri-
cane more concisely and further increase the power of the estimates, I use another
specification that combines post-hurricane years 0-4 and 5-10 and assumes no dif-
ferences between treated and control counties in the 10 years prior to the hurricane.
These assumptions appear to be suitable for most outcomes. The exact specification
is:

9Results using year-by-year hurricane indicators are very similar, but noisier. The full set of
results is available upon request.
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Oct = γ1Hc,0 to 4 + γ2Hc,5 to 10 + αc + αt +X′c,1969αt (2)

+β−11Hc,−11 + β11Hc,11 + εct

where Hc,0 to 4 =
∑4

τ=0Hcτ and Hc,5 to 10 =
∑10

τ=5Hcτ . Because Hcτ can be equal
to 1 at most once over any given 20-year period for a county, the only difference
between equations (1) and (2) is that the latter omits hurricane indicators for the
ten years before the hurricane and combines the post-hurricane indicators into two
groups: years 0-4 and years 5-10. The coefficient γ1 will thus reflect the mean effect
on outcomeOct in years 0-4 after the hurricane, relative to the 10 years before, while
the coefficient γ2 will reflect the mean effect 5-10 years after the hurricane.

While the fixed effects and controls for characteristics eliminate many of the
pre-hurricane differences between the treated and control counties, the differences
persist for a few outcomes, partly because there are many outcomes of interest and
a finite number of control counties. Moreover, some of the outcomes, such as pop-
ulation, are heavily autocorrelated, meaning that small differences between control
and treated counties will grow over time. The presence of such trends does not in-
validate the idea that hurricanes are exogenous. One can still estimate a hurricane’s
causal effect as long as nothing is changing differentially for the treatment and con-
trol group following a hurricane that is not caused by the hurricane. In other words,
one can relax the parallel trends assumption and still estimate the treatment effect.10

To account for any differential trends, I use a model that estimates (1) the mean
difference in the outcome before and after a hurricane in treated counties compared
with the control counties, (2) the change in the linear growth rate of the outcome in
the ten years after a hurricane in treated counties compared with the control coun-
ties, and (3) the difference in a linear trend between the treated and control counties
in the ten years before to ten years after a hurricane, which controls for overall trend
differences between treated and control counties. The specific estimating equation
is as follows:

10This approach is not unprecedented in the literature. For example, models that include lin-
ear county trends also relax the parallel trends assumption, as do models that have changes in the
outcome as the dependent variable. For a more detailed discussion of inference in the presence of
pre-trends, see Malani and Reif (2015).
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Oct = θ1Hc,0 to 10 + θ2Hc,0 to 10 × τ + γ1Hc,−10 to 10 × τ (3)

+αc + αt +X′c,1969αt + β−11Hc,−11 + β11Hc,11 + εct,

where Hc,0 to 10 =
∑10

τ=0Hcτ , Hc,−10 to 10 =
∑10

τ=−10Hcτ , and τ represents event
time, as before. Thus, θ1 represents the average change in outcome Oct in the
eleven years after a hurricane (the year of the hurricane and ten subsequent years)
relative to the ten years before. The next term interacts Hc,0 to 10 with the number
of years since the hurricane, τ . The corresponding coefficient, θ2, represents the
hurricane-caused change in an overall linear trend. Finally, I control for the trend
in the year of the hurricane, the ten years before, and the ten years after with the
variable Hc,−10 to 10 × τ , which is equal to τ if county c experienced a hurricane
in the ten years before or in the ten years after year t. The rest of the controls
are as before. In order to make these estimates comparable to those in equation
(2), I use equation (3) estimates to calculate the implied effects 2 and 7.5 years
after a hurricane strike (θ̂1 + 2 × θ̂2 and θ̂1 + 7.5 × θ̂2, respectively), which are
the midpoints of the post-hurricane periods covered by γ1 and γ2 in equation (2). I
also assess whether equations (2) and (3) impose too much structure on the data by
testing whether their estimates are consistent with those of equation (1) (see Online
Appendix for more details).

Finally, I use the estimates from equations (1)-(3) to compute the present value
(PV) of the increase in transfers over the ten years following landfall. Specifically,
I compute

∑10
t=0

1
(1+r)t

(
eµ+β̂t − eµ

)
, where µ is the mean of a particular outcome,

such as the log of total transfers per capita, in treated counties in the year before
the hurricane, and β̂t is the estimated effect of a hurricane in year t. The estimated
effects and means are exponentiated because all of the transfer measures are in logs.
I set r equal to 0.03, the estimated real risk-free rate in the US around the midpoint
of my sample (Siegel, 1992).11

In the absence of significant pre-trends, all three models will produce similar

11Because I restrict certain coefficients to be equal to each other in my empirical approach, when
I calculate the PV implied by equation (1), β̂1 is set equal to β̂2, β̂3 is set equal to β̂4, and so on. For
equation (2), β̂0 through β̂4 are equal to each other, as are β̂5 through β̂10. Finally, for equation (3),
each β̂t in the expression above is equal to θ̂1 + t× θ̂2.
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results. When pre-trends are present, however, equations (1) and (2) will no longer
give reliable estimates for the post-hurricane period. In such cases, equation (3),
which allows for differential trends, will be more accurate.

III Results

A Changes in transfer payments following a hurricane

Event study estimates of a hurricane’s effects on per capita government transfers
through general social safety net programs are shown in panel (a) of Figure 2.12

These transfers increase by 1.3 percent-3.9 percent in the ten years after the hur-
ricane relative to a mean of about $4,700 per capita, growing throughout the post-
hurricane period. The second panel shows a hurricane’s effect on per capita trans-
fers from businesses to individuals; these spike by 8.4 percent in the year of a
hurricane (relative to a mean of about $100 per capita), likely reflecting private in-
surance payments. Unsurprisingly, the change in these transfers is not significant in
any other year.

12The point estimates and standard errors corresponding to the figures in this subsection can be
found in the Online Appendix (Tables A3-A6). I also conduct tests of three null hypotheses on
equation (1) estimates: (1) that the pre-hurricane coefficients are equal to zero, (2) that the post-
hurricane coefficients are equal to zero, or (3) that the post-hurricane coefficients in year 0-4 after
the hurricane are equal to zero. The p-values of these three F-tests can be found in the Appendix
Tables.
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Figure 2: The effect of a hurricane on earnings and transfers
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Point estimates from equation 1 and 95 percent confidence intervals shown. Outcome variable dis-
played above corresponding plot. Standard errors allow for spatial correlation of up to 200 kilome-
ters around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation of order 5. Controls include county fixed
effects, year fixed effects, year fixed effects linear in 1969 county characteristics, and indicators for
hurricane occurrence outside of the time window of interest.

To see why transfers through the social safety net may be increasing, the next
two panels consider two basic economic indicators: the average wage and the em-
ployment rate. The results show a marginally significant pre-trend in the average
wage, indicating that post-hurricane estimates of equations (1) and (2) may be mis-
leading. Following a hurricane, the wage coefficients are flat. Given the pre-trend,
this could mean that wages in hurricane-affected counties are falling below their
long-run trend. The employment rate is not immediately affected, but falls by a
significant 0.6-0.8 percentage points 5-10 years after the hurricane.
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Corresponding estimates from the more concise models, equations (2) and (3),
are shown in Table 5. These confirm the results of the event study, with one excep-
tion. The estimated effect on the average wage is significantly positive in Panel A
(equation (2)), which is likely due to the slight pre-trend in wages. Indeed, the trend
break/mean shift estimates in Panel C (equation (3)) indicate a differential overall
trend between hurricane and non-hurricane counties and show that wage growth
becomes significantly more negative after a hurricane. The F-tests for these two
models indicate that the constraints imposed by them are largely consistent with the
data, with the exception of transfers from businesses. This is not surprising given
the highly non-monotonic pattern apparent in Figure 2.
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Table 5: The effect of hurricanes on transfers, earnings, and the employment rate

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Per capita
transfers

from
government

(log)

Per capita
transfers

from
business

(log)

Average
wage/salary

(log)

Percent
adults

employed

Panel A: concise event study (equation 2)

0-4 years after hurricane 0.015 0.021 0.010 -0.001
(0.003) (0.007) (0.004) (0.001)

5-10 years after hurricane 0.031 0.022 0.008 -0.005
(0.002) (0.013) (0.003) (0.001)

p-value of model F-test 0.523 0.000 0.567 0.966
Observations 49,245 40,027 49,245 49,245
R-squared 0.961 0.861 0.958 0.216

Panel B: implied effects of trend break model (equation 3)

Implied effect after 2 years 0.023 0.026 -0.010 -0.003
(0.006) (0.009) (0.009) (0.004)

Implied effect after 7.5 years 0.044 0.022 -0.025 -0.009
(0.009) (0.015) (0.013) (0.006)

Panel C: point estimates of trend break model (equation 3)

Post-hurricane indicator 0.016 0.027 -0.005 -0.001
(0.006) (0.013) (0.008) (0.003)

Post-hurricane trend difference 0.004 -0.001 -0.003 -0.001
(0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001)

Overall trend -0.001 -0.000 0.003 0.000
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

p-value of model F-test 0.996 0.001 1.000 0.959
Observations 49,245 40,027 49,245 49,245
R-squared 0.961 0.861 0.958 0.216

Estimated using equations 2 and 3. Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered spatially, allowing
for spatial correlation of up to 200 kilometers around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation
of order 5. Controls include year fixed effects, county fixed effects, trends linear in 1969 county
characteristics, and dummies for hurricane occurrence outside of the time window of interest.

Thus, hurricanes cause non-disaster government transfers in the affected coun-
ties to increase significantly and persistently. At the same time, they also cause a
decline in the employment rate and possibly a decline in the wage rate, although
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the latter results are not conclusive. To see if these results may be driven by other
changes in the county, Figure 3 shows the estimated effects of a hurricane on total
population and other demographics. A slight and insignificant pre-trend in popu-
lation is apparent, but there is no visible change when a hurricane hits. The per-
centage of residents who are under 20 years of age begins growing steadily after
the hurricane, while the percentage who are 65 and older falls slightly but insignif-
icantly. The percentage of residents who are black is trending slightly downward
but appears unchanged by the hurricane.
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Figure 3: The effect of a hurricane on demographics
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Point estimates from equation 1 and 95 percent confidence intervals shown. Outcome variable dis-
played above corresponding plot. Standard errors allow for spatial correlation of up to 200 kilome-
ters around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation of order 5. Controls include county fixed
effects, year fixed effects, year fixed effects linear in 1969 county characteristics, and indicators for
hurricane occurrence outside of the time window of interest.

Table 6 shows corresponding estimates from equation (2) and the implied effects
of equation (3). The point estimates of the mean shift/trend break model (equation
(3)), which can be found in Table A7 of the Online Appendix, confirm the event
study: a differential population trend between the treated and control counties ex-
ists, but there is no hurricane-induced change in population. Equation (2) indicates
that the fraction of the population that is 20 and under increases, while the pop-
ulation shares of those who are 65 and older or black falls. However, with the
exception of the share of elderly, these results are not robust to the mean shift/trend
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break model in Panel B.

Table 6: The effect of hurricanes on demographics

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Population

(log)
Percent 20
and under

Percent 65
and older

Percent black

Panel A: concise event study (equation 2)

0-4 years after hurricane 0.018 0.091 -0.004 -0.096
(0.004) (0.034) (0.027) (0.059)

5-10 years after hurricane 0.025 0.233 -0.048 -0.180
(0.003) (0.024) (0.009) (0.018)

p-value of model F-test 0.840 0.915 0.995 0.982
Observations 49,245 49,245 49,245 49,245
R-squared 0.402 0.929 0.600 0.197

Panel B: implied effects of trend break model (equation 3)

Implied effect after 2 years -0.002 0.029 -0.052 0.090
(0.012) (0.078) (0.074) (0.157)

Implied effect after 7.5 years -0.010 0.121 -0.137 0.133
(0.019) (0.123) (0.111) (0.244)

p-value of model F-test 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Observations 49,245 49,245 49,245 49,245
R-squared 0.402 0.929 0.600 0.197

Estimated using equations 2 and 3. Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered spatially, allowing
for spatial correlation of up to 200 kilometers around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation
of order 5. Controls include year fixed effects, county fixed effects, trends linear in 1969 county
characteristics, and dummies for hurricane occurrence outside of the time window of interest.

Thus, we see some evidence that the age composition of hurricane-affected
counties may shift toward younger people over time, though it is far from conclu-
sive. This result raises a concern that local government transfers may be increasing
because of a change in the demographic composition rather than a hurricane’s neg-
ative economic impact. While I cannot rule out this possibility definitively, sugges-
tive evidence points against this hypothesis. Conditional on county and year fixed
effects, the correlation between government transfers and the share of the popula-
tion that is 65 and older is significantly positive, the correlation with the fraction
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that is 20 and younger is significantly negative, and the correlation between gov-
ernment transfers and the fraction of the population that is black is insignificant.
Given that the share of young people increases in some specifications while that of
older people drops, one would predict that government transfers would decline, not
increase. Finally, directly controlling for the share of the population in different age
or racial groups makes very little difference for the estimates. Thus, it is unlikely
that any demographic changes are driving the transfer changes.

To see which transfer payments are increasing, Figure 4 and Table 7 show the
estimated changes in their largest components: income maintenance; public medi-
cal spending net of Medicare; disability insurance (SSDI) and Social Security; and
Medicare. With few exceptions, all three models indicate that each of these major
categories of government spending increases in the aftermath of a hurricane. The
mean shift/trend break estimates in Panel B of Table 7 further show that the growth
rates of all four categories of spending also increase, although the increase in SSDI
and social security payments is only marginally significant and the implied effects 2
and 7.5 years after the hurricane are insignificant (but nearly identical in magnitude
to those in Panel A). The magnitudes of the increases in these transfer components
range from 1.4 percent to over 7 percent, with the largest relative increases concen-
trated in medical and Medicare spending.
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Figure 4: The effect of a hurricane on transfer components
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Point estimates from equation 1 and 95 percent confidence intervals shown. Outcome variable dis-
played above corresponding plot. Standard errors allow for spatial correlation of up to 200 kilome-
ters around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation of order 5. Controls include county fixed
effects, year fixed effects, year fixed effects linear in 1969 county characteristics, and indicators for
hurricane occurrence outside of the time window of interest.
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Table 7: The effect of hurricanes on transfer components

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Per capita

income
maintenance

(log)

Per capita
medical (log)

Per capita
disabil-

ity/soc. sec.
(log)

Per capita
Medicare

(log)

Panel A: concise event study (equation 2)

0-4 years after hurricane 0.021 0.019 0.007 -0.006
(0.008) (0.006) (0.003) (0.006)

5-10 years after hurricane 0.037 0.046 0.017 0.015
(0.007) (0.006) (0.001) (0.005)

p-value of model F-test 0.864 0.462 0.981 0.120
Observations 49,245 49,245 49,245 49,245
R-squared 0.791 0.962 0.917 0.964

Panel B: implied effects of trend break model (equation 3)

Implied effect after 2 years 0.029 0.041 0.007 0.033
(0.015) (0.012) (0.006) (0.012)

Implied effect after 7.5 years 0.047 0.085 0.015 0.081
(0.023) (0.019) (0.009) (0.019)

p-value of model F-test 0.826 0.984 0.973 1.000
Observations 49,245 49,245 49,245 49,245
R-squared 0.791 0.962 0.917 0.964

Estimated using equations 2 and 3. Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered spatially, allowing
for spatial correlation of up to 200 kilometers around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation
of order 5. Controls include year fixed effects, county fixed effects, trends linear in 1969 county
characteristics, and dummies for hurricane occurrence outside of the time window of interest.

The increase in Medicare is at first puzzling in light of the apparent decline in
the elderly population. However, Medicare payments also include healthcare costs
of Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) enrollees, who are automatically
enrolled in Medicare after two years of disability. In Section 5 of the Online Ap-
pendix, I use a back-of-the-envelope calculation to show that the observed increase
in Medicare payments can be explained by relatively modest increases in SSDI rolls
(less than 1 percent of the average county’s population per year).13

13Other possible explanations for the increase in Medicare include long-run health effects or a
reduction in private health coverage. Due to lack of data, I cannot say anything about the plausibility
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The next set of results (Figure 5 and Table 8) shows the estimated increases in
smaller but potentially important subcomponents of total government transfers: un-
employment insurance (UI); family assistance, which includes programs like Tem-
porary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), its predecessor, Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC), and the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC); food
stamps; and Supplemental Security Income (SSI).14 SSI is reserved for the elderly,
the blind, and the disabled who have little or no income, and is more difficult to
qualify for than SSDI. Because there is no evidence that hurricanes increase the
rate of serious disabilities in developed countries, seeing whether there are changes
in SSI transfers is a valuable internal validity check. Indeed, while all three models
show significant increases in UI and family assistance, there is little to no change in
SSI. There is also no significant change in food stamp payments. The increase in per
capita unemployment insurance payments in the event study estimates mirrors that
of the decrease in the employment rate; UI payments are 7.5 percent-12.5 percent
higher 3-8 years after the hurricane. They appear to be returning to pre-hurricane
levels at the end of the estimation period.

of these explanations.
14Because the food stamp program was not deployed nationwide until 1975, I assume that, prior

to 1975, counties that are missing food stamp data but have non-missing total government transfers
are receiving 0 food stamp transfers. I also add $1000 prior to taking the log, to avoid missing
values.
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Figure 5: The effect of a hurricane on transfer components
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Point estimates from equation 1 and 95 percent confidence intervals shown. Outcome variable dis-
played above corresponding plot. Standard errors allow for spatial correlation of up to 200 kilome-
ters around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation of order 5. Controls include county fixed
effects, year fixed effects, year fixed effects linear in 1969 county characteristics, and indicators for
hurricane occurrence outside of the time window of interest.
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Table 8: The effect of hurricanes on transfer components

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Per capita UI

(log)
Per capita

family
assistance

(log)

Per capita
food stamps

(log)

Per capita
SSI (log)

Panel A: concise event study (equation 2)

0-4 years after hurricane 0.084 0.052 -0.005 -0.012
(0.023) (0.016) (0.032) (0.008)

5-10 years after hurricane 0.062 0.095 0.021 -0.019
(0.017) (0.013) (0.031) (0.008)

p-value of model F-test 0.888 0.509 0.790 0.995
Observations 49,245 46,376 49,098 49,157
R-squared 0.626 0.541 0.565 0.513

Panel B: implied effects of trend break model (equation 3)

Implied effect after 2 years 0.090 0.066 -0.024 0.003
(0.045) (0.029) (0.062) (0.015)

Implied effect after 7.5 years 0.076 0.107 -0.016 0.004
(0.065) (0.043) (0.109) (0.024)

p-value of model F-test 0.866 0.395 0.638 1.000
Observations 49,245 46,376 49,098 49,157
R-squared 0.626 0.541 0.565 0.513

Estimated using equations 2 and 3. Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered spatially, allowing
for spatial correlation of up to 200 kilometers around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation
of order 5. Controls include year fixed effects, county fixed effects, trends linear in 1969 county
characteristics, and dummies for hurricane occurrence outside of the time window of interest.

B Heterogeneity by wind speed

Stronger hurricanes generally cause more damage than weaker hurricanes. To test
for heterogeneity in this dimension, I estimate how the impact of a hurricane varies
by the maximum wind speed each affected county experiences. For this purpose,
I replicate the trend break/mean shift specification, but split up the hurricane indi-
cators into (a) Category 1 wind speeds (74-95 mph), (b) Category 2 wind speeds
(96-110 mph), and (3) Category 3 wind speeds (111 mph and higher).15 I consider

15Category 4 and 5 wind speeds are not frequent enough to estimate their effects separately.
Moreover, it does not appear that Category 4 and 5 winds cause more damage than Category 3
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four key variables: total government transfers to individuals, total business transfers
to individuals, the average wage, and the employment rate.

The results are shown in Table 9. Estimates from equations (1) and (2), which
tell a similar story, can be found in the Online Appendix (Figure A1 and Table
A8). As expected, the increase in government transfer payments is largest for winds
of Category 3 and above. However, government transfer payments increase after
even the weakest hurricanes, and I cannot statistically reject that these increases are
equal to each other. The negative economic effects of stronger winds are also more
severe: while there is no significant effect of Category 1 winds on the employment
rate, winds that are rated Category 2 or 3 and above reduce the employment rate
by about 2.4 percentage points 7.5 years after a hurricane. I can reject the null
hypothesis that the employment effects of Category 1 and Category 2 winds are
the same 2 years after a hurricane but not 7.5 years after. I cannot reject equality
for Category 1 and 3 winds or for Category 2 and 3 winds. Finally, wages are
unchanged following Category 1 or 2 winds, but drop significantly after Category
3+ winds: 2 years after the hurricane, average wages are about 6 percent lower in
counties that were affected by Category 3 winds; 7.5 years later, they are almost 13
percent lower. I can reject the null hypothesis that the wage effects of Category 1
and Category 3+ winds are the same. Moreover, the wage effects of Category 2 and
3+ winds are statistically different from each other 7.5 years after a hurricane.

winds in my sample, at least on the county level (see the Online Appendix).
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Table 9: The effect of hurricanes by wind speed, implied effects of mean shift/trend
break (model 3)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Per capita
transfers

from gov-
ernment

(log)

Per capita
transfers

from
business

(log)

Average
wage/salary

(log)

Percent
adults

employed

Implied effect after 2 years, category 1 0.022 0.014 -0.005 0.001
(0.007) (0.007) (0.010) (0.004)

Implied effect after 7.5 years, category 1 0.043 0.020 -0.015 -0.003
(0.010) (0.014) (0.015) (0.006)

Implied effect after 2 years, category 2 0.023 0.027 -0.011 -0.016
(0.012) (0.017) (0.018) (0.005)

Implied effect after 7.5 years, category 2 0.042 0.011 -0.022 -0.024
(0.018) (0.018) (0.025) (0.014)

Implied effect after 2 years, category 3 0.038 0.110 -0.059 -0.012
(0.017) (0.056) (0.027) (0.009)

Implied effect after 7.5 years, category 3 0.062 0.052 -0.127 -0.024
(0.024) (0.060) (0.039) (0.014)

Mean of dep. var. 8.162 4.659 1.650 0.344
Observations 49,245 40,027 49,245 49,245
R-squared 0.961 0.861 0.958 0.216

Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered spatially, allowing for spatial correlation of up to 200
kilometers around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation of order 5. All regressions include
year and county fixed effects and indicators for hurricane occurrence outside of the time window of
interest. Overall trend estimates by category not shown.

C Total changes in transfers

According to calculations in Section I.B, disaster aid given through federal disaster
declarations to hurricane victims during my sample period averaged $155-$160 per
capita for an average hurricane and $400-$425 per capita for Category 3+ wind
speeds (see Table 2). I now calculate the present value (PV) of wage losses and
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transfer payments given through various non-disaster safety nets 0-10 years after
a hurricane. The PV is calculated by

∑10
t=0

1
(1+r)t

(
eµ+β̂t − eµ

)
, where µ is the

mean of a particular outcome, such as the log of per capita transfers, and β̂t is the
estimated impact of a hurricane t years after landfall. Columns 1-3 of Table 10 show
the estimates corresponding to equations (1)-(3), respectively. The first row shows
the estimated wage losses assuming a 3 percent real discount rate. Here, equations
(1) and (2) give unreliable estimates because of the slight pre-trend in wages; for
example, equation (2) indicates wage gains following a hurricane even though it is
clear from the event study that earnings do not grow after a hurricane. Equation (3)
indicates an earnings loss of $850 per capita in present value. While this number is
not statistically significant, its magnitude will affect conclusions about the ability
of non-disaster transfers to offset earnings losses.
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Table 10: Total change in various transfers (present discounted value)

(1) (2) (3)
Event study
(Equation

1)

Combined
(Equation

2)

Trend break
(Equation

3)

Average wage/salary -79 441 -850
(345) (135) (530)

Transfers from businesses (private insurance) 23 22 24
(8) (8) (9)

All non-disaster transfers from government = 831 778 1150
(158) (66) (265)

Unemployment payments + 74 64 73
(36) (15) (49)

Public medical benefits + 394 310 601
(80) (42) (151)

Medicare benefits + 132 26 313
(51) (24) (87)

Retirement and disability insurance benefits + 162 192 173
(72) (23) (119)

Federal educational assistance + -20 -21 -32
(10) (5) (15)

Income maintenance = 152 117 154
(47) (24) (78)

SSI benefits + -10 -19 4
(12) (8) (24)

Food stamps + 36 -14 100
(22) (12) (40)

Family assistance 55 46 54
(14) (8) (23)

Table shows present discounted value of additional inflows of various transfers 0-10 years after the
hurricane. Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered spatially, allowing for spatial correlation of up
to 200 kilometers around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation of order 5. Assumed interest
rate is 3 percent. Estimated with a nonlinear combination of coefficients from Equations 1, 2, and 3.

The rest of the table shows estimated changes in total non-disaster transfers
and their components. Here, all three equations yield similar results. The PV of
all government transfers is about $780-$1,150 per capita, and the PV of transfers
from businesses is $22-$24 per capita. Thus, post-hurricane transfers from general
social programs are greater than transfers from disaster-specific programs and much
greater than private insurance payments. The magnitude of non-disaster transfers is
very similar to (and slightly larger than) that of the earnings losses.
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Recall that hurricane-related disaster spending totaled $19 billion between 1979
and 2002.Taking the smallest and largest estimates from Table 10 and multiplying
it by the total population affected by the hurricanes in my sample (56.4 million)
implies that the same hurricanes also caused an additional $44-$65 billion in social
safety net transfers. Because the non-disaster transfers are still significantly greater
10 years after a hurricane, these estimates should be viewed as a lower bound.

Table 10 further indicates that most transfer components increase significantly
following a hurricane. Specifically, public medical benefits increase by $310-$600
per capita in PV, and Medicare benefits are estimated to increase by $25-$310 per
capita. Unemployment benefits increase by about $65-$75 per capita in PV. In-
come maintenance increases by $120-$150 per person. Retirement and disability
insurance benefits are estimated to increase by $160-$190. Per capita educational
assistance is estimated to be $20-$30 smaller in the years following a hurricane.
Family assistance increases by $45-$55. Finally, results for SSI benefits and food
stamps are noisy. Only equation (2) estimates a significant change in SSI (a fall of
about $20). Food stamp spending is $35 higher according to equation (1) (but only
marginally significant), essentially unchanged according to equation (2), and $100
higher according to equation (3).

Table 11 shows the PVs of earnings losses and transfers by wind speed, using
estimates from equation (3).16 Changes in earnings are negative but insignificant
for Category 1 and 2 wind speeds ($490 and $800, respectively). In counties expe-
riencing Category 3+ wind speeds, however, earnings losses are a highly significant
$4,300. Total social safety net transfers from the government (not including disas-
ter aid) are estimated to add up to about $1,100 per capita for Category 1-2 winds;
Category 3+ winds result in transfers of nearly $1,700 per capita in the ten years
after the hurricane. The extent to which transfers offset earnings losses appears
to be falling weakly with the strength of the hurricane: total non-disaster transfers
are almost twice as large as the earnings loss for Category 1 wind speeds, slightly
larger than the loss for Category 2 wind speeds, but only about forty percent of the
earnings loss for Category 3 or higher wind speeds.

16Estimates using equations (1) and (2) can be found in the Online Appendix (Tables A9 and
A10).
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Table 11: Total change in transfer components by hurricane category (present dis-
counted value)

(1) (2) (3)
Category 1 Category 2 Category 3+

Average wage/salary -492 -800 -4333
(582) (1041) (1456)

Transfers from businesses (private insurance) 17 20 86
(9) (13) (43)

All non-disaster transfers from government = 1107 1100 1698
(291) (511) (718)

Unemployment payments + 46 66 421
(57) (75) (131)

Public medical benefits + 633 583 361
(178) (250) (344)

Medicare benefits + 353 211 140
(100) (145) (221)

Retirement and disability insurance benefits + 164 119 402
(129) (233) (458)

Federal educational assistance + -33 -28 -45
(16) (30) (46)

Income maintenance = 188 -84 515
(84) (134) (260)

SSI benefits + -23 66 128
(26) (46) (68)

Food stamps + 94 38 383
(45) (65) (151)

Family assistance 38 95 138
(24) (40) (71)

Table shows present discounted value of additional inflows of various transfers 0-10 years after the
hurricane by hurricane category. Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered spatially, allowing for
spatial correlation of up to 200 kilometers around the county’s centroid and for autocorrelation of
order 5. Assumed interest rate is 3 percent. Estimated with a nonlinear combination of coefficients
from Equation 3.

To put these results in context, recall that major hurricanes (Category 3+) in
the US during my sample period caused about $700 per capita in direct damage, ac-
cording to FEMA simulations. Although it is hard to precisely calculate the amount
of federal disaster aid received by counties affected by these hurricanes, a reason-
able estimate is $180-$185 per capita. Thus, direct disaster aid in the US offsets
approximately one quarter of direct disaster damage, at least for major hurricanes.
In addition, transfer payments through social safety nets appear to fully offset earn-
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ings losses except for the strongest winds. These findings are in stark contrast to
Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2013), who estimate that transfers to workers hurt by
trade are small relative to wage losses.

D Robustness of results

Next, I discuss key robustness checks, focusing on whether the results on govern-
ment transfers are sensitive to varying the controls, the control group, or the level
of aggregation. The results themselves can be found in the Online Appendix or are
available upon request.

Recall that the main specification includes county and year fixed effects, as well
as year fixed effects interacted with 1969 county characteristics. In one robustness
check, I vary the included controls by omitting the characteristics controls (Online
Appendix Figures A2-A5 and Tables A11-A14), including state-specific or county-
specific linear trends, and/or including state-by-year fixed effects (Figure A6, Table
A15). Overall, the point estimates and significance levels are very similar across the
various sets of controls, while most of the pre-trends are insignificant.17 The overall
transfer estimates from the preferred specification fall between the estimates with
different controls. The biggest change in estimates comes from including state-by-
year fixed effects, which in general makes estimates lower in absolute value. This
suggests that positive spatial spillovers might be present.

I have also probed the robustness of government transfer estimates to several
variations in the control and treated groups (Figure A7 and Table A16). Specifically,
I restrict the sample to (1) states that have experienced hurricanes between 1979 and
2002, (2) coastal counties, and (3) counties that experienced at least one hurricane
between 1979 and 2002. I also (4) exclude the Northeastern states, (5) omit counties
that fall within an MWSR but through which the center of a storm does not pass,
and, finally, (6) omit unaffected neighbors of affected counties. The resulting point
estimates and significance levels are very similar.

I have also varied the geographic unit of observation to test the robustness of the
results to various definitions of a labor market (Figures A8 and A9). Specifically,
I assume that the relevant unit of observation is either the Core Based Statistical

17These statements generally hold for other outcome variables as well.
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Area or the Commuting Zone (Tolbert and Sizer, 1996) in which an affected county
lies. The results do not change much. I have also varied the definitions of the
employment rate and wages (Figures A10 and A11). Using the REIS definition
of total employment makes the employment estimates smaller and insignificant,
possibly because REIS includes government workers, whose jobs may be more
secure. However, the employment results are robust to normalizing employment by
the number of people aged 15 and older, the total population, or the working age
population (ages 15-64). Likewise, the earnings results are similar regardless of
the definition. In the last robustness check, I show that restricting the set of treated
counties to those that experienced only one hurricane between 1979 and 2002 does
not change the results meaningfully (Figure A12).

A final concern is the appearance of pre-trends in a few of the outcome variables,
especially population. The pre-trends likely arise because population is highly au-
tocorrelated: with year and county fixed effects, the partial correlation between
current and lagged population is 0.98. In this case, unless the controls are a perfect
match for pre-hurricane outcomes, we would expect to see a line with a non-zero
slope as small differences between hurricane and non-hurricane counties grow over
time. More generally, consideration of many outcomes makes it possible for some
pre-trends to arise by chance. However, the transfer results are very similar whether
or not they are estimated on a per-capita basis (as in the paper) or on a total basis
(available upon request).

IV Implications of the results

The estimates above have two key implications. First, the fiscal costs of hurricanes
in the US are much higher once transfers through traditional social safety nets are
taken into account. Second, combined disaster and non-disaster transfers to coun-
ties affected by hurricanes offset a large share of estimated damage and wage losses
in most cases, implying that victims of such disasters are better insured against them
than previously thought.

Fully capturing the fiscal costs of natural disasters is important for at least three
reasons. First, because of the deadweight loss of taxation, higher fiscal costs in
the aftermath of a hurricane necessarily imply higher returns to ex ante mitigation
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expenditures. Second, knowledge of the full fiscal impacts allows a government to
take appropriate steps to prepare for those impacts, for example by issuing catas-
trophe (CAT) bonds or setting aside funds. The fact that such costs appear to be
non-trivial, at least in the US, suggests that more attention should be paid to the fis-
cal costs of natural disasters. Finally, according to the World Labour Report 2000,
75 percent of the world’s unemployed, many of them in developing countries, are
not receiving any benefit payments (International Labour Office, 2000). My esti-
mates for the US suggest that the absence of such social safety nets in developing
countries may have farther-reaching implications than previously thought.

My estimates also suggest that US residents are better insured against hurri-
canes than presently recognized. Although how well-insured they are cannot be
determined precisely without more disaggregated data, the designs of disaster and
non-disaster government programs suggest that they are complementary. Disaster
transfers target individuals immediately affected by the physical structural damage
from a disaster, and they provide funds for restoring public infrastructure.18 Private
insurance targets individuals who sustain direct disaster losses in the form of prop-
erty damage. Non-disaster social insurance programs, on the other hand, are able
to target individuals who are affected indirectly. For example, while the US has a
disaster-related unemployment insurance program (included in the calculations of
disaster-related transfers), it provides benefits only to those who can show that they
lost their jobs directly as a result of the disaster. If hurricanes have lasting effects,
as seems to be the case in the US, many of those affected will be unable to claim
these benefits. In such cases, the presence of standard social safety net programs
serves as insurance against delayed effects of natural disasters.

An important caveat is that how well-insured hurricane victims are depends
not only on the comparison of average transfers to losses but also on how well
the transfers target those who suffer losses. The process by which disaster aid is
awarded has been shown to be affected by politics (e.g., Downton and Pielke, 2001;
Garrett and Sobel, 2003). The amount of disaster aid relative to estimated damage

18Disaster aid to individuals typically makes up less than half of total disaster aid; the rest is
allocated to activities such as debris cleanup and restoration of public buildings and roads (FEMA,
personal communication).
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at the hurricane level varies widely, ranging from less than 5 percent of damage to
over 200 percent (see Online Appendix Table A1). Because disaster aid in the US
is largely ad hoc by design, whereas other transfer programs are not, such variance
is less likely to be an issue with standing social safety nets.

Finally, whether the presence of social safety nets for those living in disaster-
prone areas is welfare-improving on a national level is not straightforward to deter-
mine. On the one hand, the presence of insurance against economic losses not
covered by homeowner’s and flood insurance is a benefit when individuals are
risk averse or credit constrained. Theoretically, such insurance may allow credit-
constrained individuals to avoid moving during the recovery period and mitigate
drops in wages. On the other hand, both disaster and non-disaster transfers may
be creating at least two kinds of moral hazard problem. First, disaster risk is not
currently accounted for in unemployment insurance premiums. This omission ef-
fectively subsidizes business activity in disaster-prone areas, which decreases so-
cial welfare. Second, insurance subsidies and free disaster aid could discourage the
provision or private purchase of insurance coverage and encourage people to live
in disaster-prone areas. These issues make even a theoretical welfare analysis of
social safety nets difficult in this context.

V Conclusion

I study the fiscal impacts of hurricanes in the US by estimating how transfers
through traditional social safety nets change during the ten years after a hurricane.
I find that the present value of such transfers increases by $780-$1,150 per capita,
mainly driven by medical spending, income maintenance, and unemployment insur-
ance payments. The magnitude of the increase is substantially greater than disaster-
related transfers, which I estimate to average $155-$160 per capita. Insurance pay-
ments increase temporarily in the year of a hurricane but add less than $25 per
capita in present value. At the same time, the employment rate declines temporar-
ily, while the wage rate is statistically unchanged. Most transfers from traditional
safety net programs occur later than government disaster transfers and insurance
payments, suggesting that traditional safety net programs complement public and
private disaster insurance.
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Comparing the magnitudes of transfer estimates to damage and wage loss es-
timates suggests that a significant share of hurricane losses in the US is offset by
transfers. However, there is important heterogeneity by wind speed: counties that
experience wind speeds of 111 miles per hour or greater suffer much larger dam-
ages and earnings losses than counties experiencing weaker winds but receive only
slightly higher transfers. As a result, only about a quarter of these counties’ losses
are compensated by transfers.

In contrast to my results, Autor et al. (2013) find that Trade Adjustment As-
sistance compensates for a trivial share of income lost due to trade. When they
account for other social safety nets, over 90 percent of the income loss still ap-
pears uncompensated. Similarly, Deryugina and Hsiang (2014) find that the vast
majority of income loss due to temperature fluctuations is not compensated for by
government transfers. Thus, it appears that US residents are better insured against
hurricanes than trade or weather shocks. Although determining the reason for this
stark difference is beyond the scope of this paper, the difference in the response of
standing social safety net payments may be due to different mechanisms by which
natural disasters versus trade and weather fluctuations affect local economies. Dis-
aster losses are also much more salient than losses due to changes in trade patterns
over time or due to weather fluctuations, which could prompt a larger formal gov-
ernment response.

Government transfers may also affect the magnitude of the economic losses di-
rectly, for example by reducing the benefits to out-migration from the affected area
(Notowidigdo, 2013). However, using the current research design, I cannot estimate
what the effects of a US hurricane would be without social insurance programs.
Given that much of the world’s population is at an increasing risk of experiencing
natural disasters and does not have access to social or disaster insurance (Interna-
tional Labour Office, 2000), the causal effect of social insurance on disaster impacts
and whether it creates moral hazard are two areas that deserve further study.

My findings have three main implications for policy. First, as the fiscal costs
of disasters are higher than previously thought, implementing mitigation programs
is correspondingly more beneficial. Second, appropriately budgeting for disaster
relief requires more funds than looking at direct disaster aid alone would suggest.
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Third, my findings suggest that expanding social safety nets provides benefits not
only to those affected by idiosyncratic shocks and general economic downturns, but
also to victims of natural disasters.
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